
KIDS 
Low altitude courses for children 
and playgrounds

We bring people into nature

GmbH



We build playgrounds and courses in an adventure 
park style. Children from the age of three up to 
young adults will have fun and be able to enjoy a 
climbing challenge.

What makes our playgrounds special: 
As in an adventure park, the playing equipment gets installed bet-
ween the trees. However, due to the low altitude there is no need 
to belay the children. But don‘t get tricked: when standing on the 
forest floor, it appears that the individual stages are easily mastered. 
However, whoever sets off on the course toward seemingly uprightly 
balanced stakes in the air or footsteps that are affixed to chains, 
quickly notices: walking at a high speed across the obstacles is 
not going to work; everything is way too wobbly for this. A sense of 
balance is necessary, and hands and feet need to be coordinated. 
Adventure and plenty of fun for all children, both big and small. 

The forest adventure for tightrope 
walkers and climbing artists



Always close to nature – both in form and material

For the love of nature ...
Since our main construction material is wood, our products are 
harmoniously integrated in the natural forest surroundings. Our 
unique sling technology allows us to affix the playing equipment 
to the trees without any screws.

Playgrounds and courses ...
  are suited for younger and older children.
   offer both, a climbing adventure and the opportunity to expe-
rience nature. 

  can be used year-round.

What characterises us
   We use highly weatherproof woods such as larch and robinia 
as well as high-quality steel ropes.

   Thanks to tree assembly techniques that grow with the trees, 
our courses require less maintenance and are gentle on the 
trees.

   Our installations /products are sophisticated down to the 
smallest components and constantly optimised for practical 
use during the daily operation of already existing facilities.

Prerequisites for playgrounds and courses  
   Near-natural areas, ideally with a tree population
   Trees with a diameter starting from 30 cm 



The trees are our most important construction element. Everything else 
is harmoniously added on.

We have been developing and building adventure parks, tree houses and play-
grounds in forests since 2006. As entrepreneurs, working with and in the forest, 
we consider ourselves responsible for it. We plan and build in an environmentally-
friendly manner. Not only for ecological reasons; economic sustainability is 
important for us. We are convinced that both foster each other.

From conception to equipping with building sets, right up to turnkey 
constructions: we offer individual solutions for every demand – creative 
and different. Get in touch with us.

We are at your service

International Sales, 
Consultation, Marketing
Iris Cassier
Office telephone: +49/7563/519402
Mobile: +49/160/97736410
i.cassier@cambium-gmbh.de

Sales Germany,  
Technical Support:
Simon Cassier
Office telephone: +49/7563/519402
Mobile: +49/170/9349303
s.cassier@cambium-gmbh.de

Cambium

GmbH GmbH

Cambium GmbH 
Plans, builds and supervises  

adventure parks and rope courses

Climbing forest shop
Europe’s unique full-range supplier 

for adventure park products

Tree houses
For the special forest  
canopy experience 

Treewalk
Experience new perspectives 
walking through the treetops

Kids
Low altitude courses for children 

and playgrounds

Cambium GmbH

SHOP

GmbH Cambium Gmbh · Emmelhofen 15 · 88353 Kißlegg  
Telephone:  +49/7563/519402 · Fax : +49/7563/908073
www.dreaming-in-trees.com
We have sales partners in Italy, Spain and South Korea.


